Rifle Bullet Business Package
CSP-2 Mega Mite Press………………………..

1398.00

$

Options include CSP-2LH long handle, CSP-S floor stand
Comes with reloading adapters for ⅞-14 dies, RCBS type
shell holders. Takes 1-½ x 12 large reloading dies, ⅞-14
screw in 50-BMG shell holders.

FRBL-6-H all style 6-die set………………….

1701.00

Specify any rifle caliber .102 to .998 diameter.Makes flat
base, rebated boattail, open tip,or lead tip styles in standard
ogive shapes. Specify shape such as 1-E, 6-S, 8-S, ULD)

LW-10 lead wire, 70,000gr spool…………

50.00

Select size to fit inside jacket and core swage die.
Example: 308 caliber = .247 wire size for Corbin jackets

PCS-2 core cutter (to match wire size)…….

98.00

Standard sizes .100, .125, .185, .218, .247, .275, .312, .340,
.365, .390, and .430 diameter. Optional additional cutter die
inserts (PCS-2D) are $20 per set.

J-30-125 Bullet Jackets, pk.250…………………

58.00

Shown only as an example: select the jacket size to match
your desired caliber (see www.SwageDies.com web store for
the complete list of all Corbin bullet jackets).
Or select a copper tubing or copper strip jacket maker kit to make your own bullet jackets.

CSL-2 Corbin Swage Lube, 2 oz………………….

8.00

Total package with all the above items: …………………………………….. $3313.00
With FJFB-3-H 3-die set (instead of FRBL-6-H) …………………………………..$2428.00
The FJFB-3-H set makes flat base, open tip style
bullets and is idea for handgun calibers.

Or use the CHP-1 Hydro Press for tireless
operation, and precise repeatability.
You set it up for an operation, anyone can drop
in the parts and push “Energize” and “UP”
buttons. The press can make a complete cycle
with precise timing, pressure, and stroke length,
eject the bullet, and wait for the operator to load
the die again, One operator can run two presses
at once.

CHP-1 Hydro Press (115v 50/60hz)….

9850.00

$

Options include 205 to 250v 50/60hz power, A-220V ………………………. $498.00
Shipping weight 400 lbs. Accepts all -H type swage dies, as well as reloading dies.
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Handgun Bullet Package
CSP-2 Mega Mite Press………………………………………... $1398.00
Options include CSP-2LH long handle, CSP-S floor stand
Comes with reloading adapters for ⅞-14 dies, RCBS type
shell holders. Takes 1-½ x 12 large reloading dies, ⅞-14
screw in 50-BMG shell holders.

FJFB-3-H 9mm OT/FB 3-die set………………………………. 816.00
Specify any caliber .102 to .998 diameter. Makes flat base, open
tip styles in standard ogive shapes. Specify shape such as ¾-E
or TC (truncated conical).

LW-10 lead wire, 70,000gr spool………………….…………. 50.00
Select size to fit inside jacket and core swage die.
Example: 9mm caliber = .312 wire size for Corbin jackets

PCS-2 core cutter (to match wire size)………………... 98.00
Standard sizes .100, .125, .185, .218, .247, .275, .312, .340,
.365, .390, and .430 diameter.

J-38-500 Bullet Jackets, pk.500………………………. 58.00
Shown only as an example: select the jacket size to match
your desired caliber (see www.SwageDies.com web store for the
complete list of all Corbin bullet jackets).

CSL-2 Corbin Swage Lube, 2 oz………………………….

8.00

Total package with all the above items: ……………………….. $2528.00
Same Package with CHP-1 Hydro Press ………………………

10980.00

$

You set it up for an operation, and anyone can drop in the parts and
push the buttons. The press can make a complete cycle with precise
timing, pressure, and stroke length, eject the bullet, and wait for the
operator to load the die again. One operator can run two presses at
once. Each press can make about 1,400 bullets a day, with identical
weight and tolerances day after day: the press never get tired or
changes timing, stroke, pressure or bullet diameter.
RBTO-4HT metal tip Ultra Low Drag rifle bullet 4-die set ….. $1273.00
Specify any caliber from .284 to .600 Nitro.
Add these supplies for ULD-TIP bullet making in 308 caliber:
J-30-125 bullet jackets, pkg/.250…….. $58.00
TIP-30-5 ULD tip inserts, pkg/500…… 110.00
LW-10 lead wire, .247-diam……………. 50.00
For 284, add JRD-1-H draw die ………. 198.00
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